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Abstract
Simulations of a neural network model of retino-cortical dynamics (O8 g˘men H, Neural Netw 6 (1993) 245–273) are presented.
The temporal-step response of the model to a single dot (spatial impulse) consists of three post-retinal phases: reset, feed-forward
dominant and feedback dominant. In response to a single moving dot, the model predicts the perception of extensive blur. This
extensive blur is proposed to be due to the relative spatial and temporal offsets between transient and sustained signals conveyed
from retina to post-retinal levels. In response to a pair of horizontally separated dots moving in the horizontal direction, the
model predicts extensive blur for the trailing dot irrespective of dot-to-dot separation. For the leading dot, the model predicts a
decrease in perceived blur for long exposure durations when dot-to-dot separations are small. The reduction of perceived blur at
long exposure durations for small dot-to-dot separations is proposed to stem from the spatio-temporal overlap between the
transient activity generated by the trailing dot and the sustained activity generated by the leading dot. The model also predicts
that targets moving at higher speeds generate more blur even when blur is normalized with respect to speed. The mechanism in
the model generating this effect is a slow inhibition within the sustained channel. These predictions are compared with recent
psychophysical data (Chen S, Bedell HE, O8 g˘men H, Vis Res 35 (1995) 2315–2328) and are found to be in excellent agreement.
The model is used to offer a coherent explanation for several controversial findings published in the literature. This computational
study shows that a model without any motion-compensation mechanism can give a good account of motion deblurring
phenomenon and supplements our recent experimental study which provided evidence against motion-compensation type models
in explaining the motion deblurring phenomenon (Chen S, Bedell HE, O8 g˘men H, Vis Res 35 (1995) 2315–2328). © 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The ability to perceive edge sharpness for both sta-
tionary and moving objects is central to the quality of
our vision yet very little is known about the underlying
mechanisms. Psychophysical studies showed that per-
ceived blur depends critically on the exposure duration
of stimuli. For example, moving targets appear less
blurred than predicted from the visual persistence of
static targets when the exposure duration is \40 ms
[1,2]. This reduction of perceived blur for moving
targets was named ‘motion deblurring’ [1]. The effect of
exposure duration on perceived blur, as demonstrated
in these psychophysical studies, suggests that blurred
representations are gradually transformed into sharper
representations. A large number of models, ranging
from conceptual to computational, have been proposed
for motion deblurring phenomenon. These models can
be classified into two broad categories: those based on
a motion compensation mechanism [1,3–6] and those
based on lateral inhibition without any motion estima-
tion [7,8,2,9–12].
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The ‘motion compensation models’ rely on a motion
estimation procedure which is used to compensate for
the adverse blurring effect resulting from the object
motion: according to Burr [1], motion estimation is
achieved by the spatio-temporally oriented receptive
fields of motion mechanisms. Martin and Marshall [5]
proposed a similar model wherein excitatory and in-
hibitory feedback connections suppress the persistent
activity of neurons along the motion path. The ‘shifter
circuit’ model of Anderson and van Essen [4] uses an
estimation of motion in order to generate a cortically
localized representation of moving stimuli thereby
avoiding the persistence which would result from the
change of cortical locus of neural activities. Pa¨a¨kko¨nen
and Morgan [6] proposed a two-stage model wherein
the second stage is proposed to carry out a ‘translation-
invariant integration’ of moving stimuli. Although no
specific mechanisms were suggested, this would pre-
sumably require an estimation of target motion to
achieve translation
All these models predict that an isolated moving
target should produce no visual blur provided that it
sufficiently stimulates the motion compensation mecha-
nism. This prediction, however, is in sharp contradic-
tion with extensive blur observed for a moving isolated
target [13,7,14–17]. Our recent data showed that the
activation of motion mechanisms is not a sufficient
condition for motion deblurring and that the reduction
of perceived blur requires the presence of spatio-tempo-
rally adjacent targets [16]. This provides strong evi-
dence against motion compensation models and
supports lateral-inhibition type models3. The goal of
this paper is to explore further the hypothesis of motion
deblurring based on lateral inhibition by studying com-
putationally the predictions of the REtino-COrtical Dy-
namics (RECOD) model [10] and by comparing these
predictions quantitatively with experimental data.
In the following section, we give a brief description
of the RECOD model. For a more detailed exposition,
the reader is referred to [10].
2. Description of the RECOD model
Before presenting the details, let us first summarize
the basic assumptions of the model: (1) feedback con-
nections in post-retinal areas are used to (spatially)
sharpen the signals conveyed by sustained retinal gan-
glion cells, (2) fast transient signals, generated by reti-
nal transient ganglion cells, inhibit and thereby ‘reset’
(i.e. curtail the persistence of) the reverberating activity
in the post-retinal feedback loops, (3) the dynamics of
the post-retinal network consists of three phases (i.e.
regimes): reset, feed-forward dominant, and feedback
dominant and (4) the transition from the feed-forward
dominant to the feedback dominant phase occurs as a
result of the decay from peak to plateau in sustained
retinal ganglion cell responses.
The model was built upon a theoretical analysis of
shunting lateral inhibition mechanisms that can con-
tribute to deblurring. To start the analysis, two extreme
cases are considered first: A purely feed-forward center-
surround organization (Fig. 1, upper panel) and a
purely feedback center-surround organization (Fig. 1,
lower panel). Feed-forward inhibition is extensively ob-
served in the visual system. In the retina, for example,
it plays a major role in forming the surround of the
receptive fields which in turn contribute to a sharpening
of the neural activity by attenuating low spatial fre-
quencies [18]. Theoretical analysis showed, however,
Fig. 1. Upper panel: feed-forward center-surround antagonistic net-
work. Open (filled) synaptic symbols represent inhibitory (excitatory)
connections. To avoid clutter, only one input is shown. Other inputs
are similarly distributed to the network cells. Lower panel: feedback
(recurrent) center-surround antagonist network. The arrows depict
afferent inputs. To avoid clutter, recurrent connections from a single
cell are shown. Other cells have the same connectivity pattern.
3 This does not completely exclude, however, a participation from
motion mechanisms under all conditions. For example, in agreement
with the prediction of motion-compensation models, random dots in
coherent sampled motion appear less blurred than those in random
sampled-motion [62]. However, this was found to be true only for
step sizes between 0.2 and 0.6°. For smaller step sizes, approximating
continuous motion, the coherence of motion did not make any
difference.
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that a purely feed-forward anatomy cannot sharpen
arbitrary inputs and, therefore, cannot solely form a
general robust sharpening mechanism [19].
At the other extreme, another candidate to produce
deblurring is feedback, or recurrent inhibition. Recur-
rent connections, including feedback between different
post-retinal (visual) areas as well as between different
layers of the cortex, are extensively observed. For ex-
ample, at the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), :50%
of connections are feedback connections originating
from the visual cortex [20]. At the visual cortex, the
majority of connections between visual areas are recip-
rocal and there exists extensive feedback connectivity
[21]. From the theoretical side, recurrent center-sur-
round antagonist neural networks have been rigorously
analyzed [19]. A large number of studies concentrated
on the application of such networks to short-term
memory, i.e. their ability to preserve their activity when
the input is turned off [22]. It has been shown that
recurrent networks with sigmoidal signal functions can
store inputs after they are turned off. In order to apply
the recurrent inhibition to motion deblurring, these
studies have recently been extended for sustained inputs
[10]. Theoretical analysis of the dynamics of cells in the
recurrent anatomy of Fig. 1 (lower panel) showed that
the behavior of the network depends critically on the
relative strengths of afferent (feed-forward) and feed-
back signals: if the feed-forward signal from retina to
post-retinal areas is relatively strong compared to the
signal in the feedback pathway, the recurrent connec-
tions do not generate any significant sharpening. There-
fore, in order to achieve sharpening, the signal in the
feed-forward pathway should be much smaller than the
signal in the feedback pathway. On the other hand, if
the feedback signal is much stronger than the feed-for-
ward signal then the post-retinal cells will be largely
insensitive to changes in the stimulus because of the
perseveration of the signals in the recurrent (feedback)
loop. If, for example, the input moves, the recurrent
signal at the previous location of the target will mainly
override the feed-forward signal from the new location
of the target. To solve this dilemma, both feed-forward
and feedback mechanisms were introduced in the model
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this figure, the lower two populations of neurons
correspond to retinal ganglion cells with slow-sustained
and fast-transient response properties. Two temporal
parameters are important in our analysis: latency (i.e.
the time it takes to reach the peak response for a step
stimulus) and transience (i.e. the ratio of the peak
response to the steady-state response for a step stimu-
lus). In the primate visual system, the M-pathway ex-
hibits shorter latencies and higher transience than the
P-pathway, although there exists a considerable overlap
in terms of population properties [23–26]. The RECOD
model uses a fast-transient system and a slower-sus-
Fig. 2. RECOD model (adapted from ref. [10]). The retinal input is
processed by two parallel populations of retinal ganglion cells: those
with fast and transient responses (cf. Y- and M-type cells) and those
with slow and sustained responses (cf. X- and P-type cells). The
population of neurons shown at the top depicts a lumped representa-
tion of post-retinal visual neurons. Filled and empty synaptic symbols
depict excitatory and inhibitory connections, respectively. To avoid
clutter, only connections from a single cell in each population are
shown. Other cells have the same type of connections. For clarity,
connections from retinal transient cell to post-retinal cells are shown
by dashed lines. The equations describing the system along with
parameter values are given in the Appendix. Symbols [yi(t)]
 and
xi(t) correspond to the variables used in the equations.
tained system at the early levels of visual processing
(retina). In terms of transience, neurophysiological data
show a clear distinction between P and M cells at the
level of both retina and LGN [27,28,24]. In terms of
latency, however, the distinction is not as well estab-
lished [24]. It is possible that the fast-transient and
slow-sustained distinction made in this paper corre-
sponds only to some sub-populations of M- and:or
P-pathways. For example, ‘X-like’ and ‘Y-like’ sub-
populations of the M system have been proposed
[24,29]. While neurophysiology supports the classifica-
tion of retinal ganglion cells according to their latency
and transience characteristics, an exact mapping of our
model neurons to neuronal cell-types will require more
extensive experimental data, for more than one possibil-
ity exists. We will designate these two populations in
the model in terms of their response characteristics
(sustained:transient responses) rather than their exact
neurophysiological correlates. The upper set of neurons
in Fig. 2 is a lumped representation of post-retinal
areas comprising the LGN and parts of the visual
cortex.
When the input moves, a fast and brief inhibitory
signal is used to ‘reset’ (or to decrease the strength of
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the) recurrent activity. This is proposed to be carried
out by a fast transient channel which is sensitive to
temporal changes of the stimulus. After this fast and
brief reset, a strong signal from the retina is proposed
to transmit the new retinal activity to the post-retinal
layers. This is proposed to correspond to the initial
overshoot of sustained responses (i.e. peak responses)
of retinal ganglion cells. Following this copying phase,
the afferent signal is gradually reduced to let the post-
retinal signal dominate and sharpen the activity. This
gradual reduction of the afferent signal is proposed to
be carried out by the decay to a plateau of retinal
ganglion cell activity in response to sustained inputs. A
sub-population of cells in area V1 exhibits flash-re-
sponses consisting of a fast and transient decrease of
activity followed by a slower increase of activity [26] in
agreement with our reset and feed-forward phases of
operation. Furthermore, recent neurophysiological data
from cat X-type LGN cells indicate that these cells ‘act
as nonlinear spatial filters that preferentially transfer
retinal signals containing higher-spatial-frequency in-
formation’ [30] in agreement with the sharpening pre-
diction of our model. Current-source density analysis in
cat supports the existence of a class of Y-type afferents
that generate intracortical inhibition via inhibitory in-
terneurons in areas 17 and 18 of the visual cortex [31] in
agreement with the postulated transient-on-sustained
inhibition. A similar conclusion has also been reached
in a recent study by Kruse and Eckhorn [32].
The real-time operation of the resulting model can
thus be analyzed in three major phases:
1. Reset phase: retinal transient activities trigger a
brief and fast reset wave whenever there is a tempo-
ral change at the corresponding location (Fig. 3, top
panel).
2. Feed-forward dominant phase: after the transient
reset, the sustained activities overshoot in locations
where novel input is presented, and drive the post-
retinal layer into a ‘feed-forward dominant phase’
(Fig. 3, top panel).
3. Feedback dominant phase: the decay of sustained
activities to a plateau puts the post-retinal layer into
a ‘feedback dominant phase’ thereby initiating
sharpening (Fig. 3, top panel).
A reset phase of operation has also been proposed in
the Boundary Contour System (BCS) model [11]. The
reset signal in the BCS model consists of the ‘rebound
activity’ generated by orientationally-opponent cortical
cells at the offset of the afferent signal. The involve-
ment of such a mechanism for the data considered here,
where the stimuli consisted of small dots without any
orientational bias, would be limited. On the other hand,
the rebound mechanism offers a complementary strat-
egy of cortical origin when targets are spatially ex-
tended with clear orientational bias.
It is interesting to note that, although rooted in a
different theoretical question and analysis, the RECOD
model synthesizes two types of empirically-based mod-
els proposed to explain the metacontrast phenomenon:
the single-channel recurrent inhibition model [33,34]
and the dual-channel feed-forward inhibition models
[35–37]. Our theoretical analysis showed that these two
models complement each other rather than being com-
peting alternatives. Furthermore, the RECOD model
augments the metacontrast models by proposing a
functional role for the peak and plateau of sustained
retinal-cell responses: they are proposed to control the
transition between the putative feed-forward and feed-
back dominant phases of post-retinal dynamics.
In the following sections, we will first illustrate the
operation of the model for a static target in more detail
via simulations. We will then extend the simulations to
moving targets and compare model predictions with
experimental data.
3. Methods
The model is described by a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) given in the Appendix.
The system of ODEs was solved numerically using the
adaptive step-size Fehlberg fourth–fifth order Runge–
Kutta method. The FORTRAN code was obtained
from Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico
via netlib electronic mail distribution (netlib@ornl.gov).
Mathematica software [38] was used to calculate and
display the results. The simulations were run on SUN
SPARC workstations. Parameters were determined on
both theoretical [10] and computational grounds (see
Appendix). To calculate the ‘model-predicted blur’ we
first computed the spatial extent of activity at each
instant of time by summing the activities of all supra-
threshold neurons and by dividing this sum by the peak
activity. These instantaneous measures were then aver-
aged across the total duration of supra-threshold activ-
ity to produce a measure of perceived blur.
The arbitrary blur and temporal units used in the
simulations were scaled so that the simulated magni-
tudes of blur and the simulated exposure durations
were in the same range as the corresponding quantities
in the psychophysical experiments. We used a simple
linear scaling-function (scaled-valuegainarbitrary-
valueoffset). The gain and offset of the temporal
scaling function were 4.0 and 3.0, respectively. Curve
fitting was achieved by keeping all other parameters
(given in Appendix) fixed while varying the gain and
the offset of the blur-scaling function. The final values
of the gain and the offset of the blur-scaling function
were 8.2 and 45.0, respectively. The same parameter
values were used in all simulations. Simulation time for
each stimulus paradigm was between 4 to 6 days on a
dedicated workstation.
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Fig. 3. The activities in the model in response to a static dot. The plot at the bottom of the figure shows the input signal. The middle panels show
the thresholded activities in the sustained and transient population of retinal cells in response to this input. The top panel illustrates activities in
the post-retinal network.
4. Results
In this section we present the simulations of the
model following the experimental paradigms used by
Chen et al. [16]. All experimental data are taken from
the original data of Chen et al. [16], averaged across the
three subjects.
4.1. Static targets: single dot
The purpose of this simulation is mainly to illustrate
the functioning of the network using a very simple
input. Perceived blur of static targets has been ad-
dressed elsewhere [39] and will not be reviewed here (see
Section 5).
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The stimulus in this first simulation is a dot which
is turned on at position 36 and time 0 and left on for
the duration of the simulation as shown in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 3. In all simulations reported in
this paper, a spatially 1-D network is used for compu-
tational simplicity. The ‘space axis’ is in units of cell
indices in this 1-D network. The middle right panel of
Fig. 3 illustrates the sustained responses generated by
the stimulus. In this and all the following Figures, the
sustained responses correspond to the thresholded ac-
tivities in the sustained afferent pathway (xi(t), see
Appendix). Therefore, the activity axis reflects a quan-
tity analogous to spike frequency. After a short delay,
the cells in the vicinity of the stimulus produce a
large response which gradually decays to a sustained
plateau.
The middle left panel of Fig. 3 shows the transient
responses generated by the stimulus. Similarly to the
afferent sustained signal, the thresholded activities in
the afferent transient pathway are plotted (function
[yi(t)] given in Appendix). This response consists of
a brief burst of activity at the onset of the stimulus4.
Finally, the top panel of Fig. 3 shows the response of
the post-retinal network. For simplicity, the lower
bound of activity for post-retinal cells is set to zero
(see Eq. (7) in Appendix). While the goal of the previ-
ous two plots was to show directly the afferent signals
converging to the post-retinal network, this plot aims
at showing directly the pattern of activity at the post-
retinal network. Therefore, the plotted activities for
post-retinal cells are not thresholded (pi(t), see Ap-
pendix). The initial part of the response is the ‘reset
phase’ driven by the fast transient afferent signals.
However, since the cells in the post-retinal network
are inactive, the inhibitory signal from the transient
network does not produce any observable effect. After
this initial reset, the response of the post-retinal net-
work closely follows the sustained afferent signal. This
is the feed-forward dominant phase. As the afferent
sustained signal decays, the post-retinal feedback sig-
nal starts to be dominant. One can see from Fig. 3
that around t400 ms the response of the post-reti-
nal network no longer follows the afferent signal but
represents a sharpening of the activity. This phase of
operation is the feedback dominant phase. Fig. 4
plots the spatial profile of post-retinal activities at
Fig. 4. Sharpening effect illustrated by spatial distribution of post-
retinal activity at 80, 400 and 800 ms after the onset of the step input.
time instants t80, 400 and 800 ms to show more
clearly this sharpening effect5.
4.2. Mo6ing targets: single dot
In the next simulation, the input consisted of a single
moving dot as illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.
The resulting sustained, transient, and post-retinal ac-
tivities are shown in Fig. 5 following the convention
used in Fig. 3. As one can see from Fig. 5, the post-reti-
nal network follows closely the afferent sustained signal
and the post-retinal activities are extensively distributed
over space.
In order to compare model predictions quantitatively
with data, we ran the simulation shown above with
varying exposure durations of the moving target and
computed the ‘perceived blur’ predicted by the model
(see Section 3). Following the convention used by Di
Lollo and Hogben [40] and Chen et al. [16], the per-
ceived length of blur was converted to an equivalent
duration (duration of perceived blurperceived length:
speed of the target). This procedure converts the length
of perceived blur to units of visual persistence and
allows the comparison of the results obtained at differ-
ent target speeds (see Section 4.4). Model predictions
are compared to experimental data from Chen et al.
[16] in Fig. 6. In agreement with the experimental data,
the model predicts that the blur increases with exposure
duration. Quantitatively, there is an excellent agreement
between the model and the data.
The generation of such an extensive blur in the model
stems from the fact that the ‘reset’ mechanism works to
4 While the receptive fields of the transient cells are in general
larger than those of sustained cells at a given eccentricity [60], we
used a relatively small receptive field for transient cells in order to
keep the network size and therefore the computation time of the
simulations within a reasonable bound. The main effect of this
simplification is to reduce the spatial extent of interaction from the
transient to sustained population. This can be visualized by spatially
extending the activities of the transient cells in Figs. 7 and 10.
5 One can draw parallels between this gradual sharpening of activ-
ity and recent findings on the dynamics of orientation tuning in the
primary visual cortex [61]. Although the domains (spatial versus
orientation coding) are different, both effects can be attributed to a
transition from a feed-forward dominant phase to a feedback domi-
nant phase.
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Fig. 5. The activities in the model in response to a single moving dot. The conventions are the same as in Fig. 3.
limit the persistence at each new location of the target
rather than at the previous ones. This can be seen from
the ‘density plot’ shown in Fig. 7. Horizontal and
vertical axes correspond to space and time respectively
and activity is encoded by the gray level, with black
corresponding to high and white corresponding to low
activity. The afferent transient and sustained activities
are shown together. The dark black oblique line corre-
sponds to the transient response of the retinal network
and the dimmer gray region represents the sustained
response of the retinal network. As shown in Fig. 7, for
a moving target, the temporal lead of the transient
activity over the sustained activity is also translated
into a spatial lead. Due to this spatial lead, the blurred
trail behind the dot does not receive any inhibition.
This is because the role of the reset is to ‘clear’ any
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Fig. 6. Duration of blur as a function of exposure duration for a
single moving dot. Experimental data are taken from ref. [16] and
represent the average across the three subjects. Dot speed for the
experimental data is 10° s1. Error bars correspond to 91 S.E.M.
moves in front of this dot. This prediction is quantita-
tively formulated and tested in the next section.
4.3. The two-dot paradigm
The third simulation employed a two-dot paradigm.
In this paradigm, the stimulus consists of two horizon-
tally separated dots moving in the horizontal direction
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8. Also shown in
Fig. 8 are the resulting sustained, transient and post-
retinal activities. At the level of the afferent sustained
signals, the activity corresponding to both dots are
highly spread over space. However, at the post-retinal
level, the interaction between the transient activity gen-
erated by the trailing dot and the sustained activity
generated by the leading dot results in a substantial
decrease of the spatial spread of the activity generated
by the leading dot.
In order to compare model predictions quantitatively
with data, Fig. 9 plots the duration of perceived blur
for the leading (top panel) and the trailing (bottom
panel) dot for two dot-to-dot separations along with
the corresponding experimental data [16]. In all cases,
when the exposure duration is B60 ms, no significant
reduction of blur is observed and the curves for the
leading and trailing dots for both separations largely
overlap. The mechanistic explanation of this effect in
our model is illustrated in Fig. 10. In this plot, the reset
wave activity generated by the trailing dot is superim-
posed on the sustained response generated by the lead-
ing dot. Due to the relative delay between transient and
sustained activities, no spatial overlap is produced when
the exposure duration is short. When the moving dots
are exposed for a longer duration, these two activities
overlap and the inhibitory effect of the transient activ-
ity on the sustained one reduces the persistent activity
from the leading dot. A significant reduction of per-
ceived blur is observed for the leading dot when the
dot-to-dot distance is small both in the model and in
data. When the dot-to-dot separation is larger, the
spatio-temporal overlap of transient and sustained ac-
tivities is reduced thereby decreasing the effect of de-
blurring in agreement with data (Fig. 9). For the
trailing dot, dot-to-dot separation has no effect on
post-retinal activities and no significant reduction in
perceived blur is observed. Quantitatively, the model is
in agreement with the data.
4.4. Effect of speed
In the final simulation, we illustrate how the results
from the model vary with target speed. As mentioned
previously, the conversion of the length of perceived
blur into equivalent duration units allows comparison
of results for different target velocities. Fig. 11 plots the
duration of perceived blur for a single dot moving at
residual activity that may be present at the location
where the sustained signal will appear. However, be-
cause the reset wave generated by a moving dot leads
the sustained activity generated by this dot in space and
time, it can effectively reduce the blur of a target that
Fig. 7. Superimposed plot of afferent sustained and transient activi-
ties showing their relative spatio-temporal positions in response to a
single moving dot. Gray levels encode activity, with white (dark)
corresponding to low (high) activity. The oblique dark line corre-
sponds to the afferent transient response ([yi(t)]
, see Appendix)
while the dimmer gray region corresponds to the afferent sustained
response (xi(t), see Appendix) in space-time. The transient activity
leads the sustained one and as a result no deblurring occurs for a
single moving dot.
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Fig. 8. The activities in the model in response to a moving pair of dots. The conventions are the same as in Fig. 3.
two targets speeds. As one can see from Fig. 11, when
the target speed is higher, more blur is produced even
when the length of perceived blur is normalized with
respect to speed. In the experimental data, this is espe-
cially true for longer exposure durations. The model
shows a similar effect. According to our model, this
effect of target speed stems from the delay between
excitatory and inhibitory processes within the sustained
system. In an earlier study, it was demonstrated that
such a delay causes a dynamic widening of receptive
fields for moving stimuli [41]. As a result, other things
being equal, the pattern of activity for stimuli moving
at larger speeds represents greater blur even when the
blur is normalized with respect to speed.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Percei6ed blur of a mo6ing isolated-target
As discussed in Section 1, models proposed for mo-
tion deblurring can be classified into two broad cate-
gories: those based on a motion compensation
mechanism and those based on lateral inhibition with-
out motion compensation. Models based on motion
compensation predict that a moving isolated target
should exhibit no blur provided that it stimulates mo-
tion compensation mechanisms sufficiently. In his ex-
periments on temporal summation of moving images,
Burr reported the observation that a moving isolated
target appeared ‘single and sharp’ for speeds up to 16°
s1 (see p. 326 of [42]). However, this observation was
not quantified. In another study, an array of random
dots—instead of an isolated target—was used to
demonstrate the motion deblurring phenomenon [1].
Fig. 10. Superimposed plot of afferent sustained activity (dim gray
regions) and transient activity (dark oblique lines) showing their
relative spatio-temporal positions. For short exposure durations there
is no overlap between the two activities and no deblurring will occur
at the post-retinal level. As the exposure duration gets longer, the
overlap between the transient activity generated by the trailing dot
and the sustained activity generated by the leading dot increases
implying an increasing deblurring effect.
Fig. 9. Duration of perceived blur for the leading (top) and the
trailing (bottom) dot for two dot-to-dot separations. Experimental
data are taken from ref. [16] and represent the average across the
three subjects. Dot speed for experimental data is 10° s1. Error bars
correspond to 91 S.E.M.
Subsequent experiments from other laboratories, how-
ever, failed to replicate the observation of deblurring
for isolated targets under a wide range of experimental
conditions [14–17]. The study by Chen et al. [16]
showed that increasing the density of dots, from a
single dot to 7.5 dots deg2, caused a significant reduc-
tion in the perceived blur of moving targets, thereby
Fig. 11. The effect of speed: Duration of perceived blur for a single
moving dot at two speeds. Experimental data are taken from ref. [16]
and represent the average across the three subjects. Dot speeds for the
experimental data are 10 and 5° s1. Error bars correspond to 91
S.E.M.
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Fig. 12. The post-retinal activity generated by the oscillatory version
of the RECOD model [43] in response to a single moving dot at
t65 (solid line) and 78 ms (dashed line). The dot is moving from
left to right. The ‘spike-like’ activity occurs at the retinotopic position
of the dot and the activity at its left is its trail caused by neural
persistence.
in Burr’s study [42], for without specific instructions
the subjects may have judged the sharpness of the
moving dot based on the ‘sharp’ activity generated at
its retinotopic position.
5.2. Sharpening of mo6ing blurred edges
The non-monotonic brightness profiles generated by
moving targets may also explain in part why blurred
edges can appear sharper when moving than when
stationary [44,45]. A moving blurred edge will gener-
ate an oscillatory profile similar to that shown in Fig.
12. Therefore, if the subjects judge edge-sharpness
based on the activity distribution closest to the edge
(the rightmost rapid activity change in Fig. 12), the
edge will appear sharper when moving than when sta-
tionary.
5.3. Effect of speed
The dependence of motion deblurring on speed has
also been controversial in the literature. Chen et al. [16],
Bedell and Lott [17], Di Lollo and Hogben [40] and
Westerink and Teunissen [46] reported an increase in
perceived blur with an increase in speed, while Bex et
al. [44] and Hammett and Bex [47] reported a decrease
in perceived blur for higher speeds. Furthermore, the
latter studies also reported a sharpening effect, i.e.
stimuli appeared sharper when moving than when sta-
tionary, in agreement with a previous study [48]. Our
model can offer a reconciliation to these apparently
conflicting results: the periodic sine-wave stimuli used
by Bex et al. [44] and Hammett and Bex [47] can be
analyzed by considering our ‘two-dot paradigm’: A sine
wave can be viewed as horizontally separated (separa-
tion equal to the period of the sine wave) dots whose
blur is determined by the spatial frequency of the sine
wave. Inspection of the post-retinal activity in Fig. 8
and of the overlap between transient and sustained
activities in Fig. 10 shows that, if the leading activity
were more blurred due to sinusoidal rather than the dot
input, then the inhibition from the transient activity of
the trailing dot would make it appear sharper when the
input is moving than when it is static. To illustrate this
point, we simulated the model by using a drifting
sinewave as input. The results are shown in Fig. 13. The
middle panel shows the thresholded sustained and tran-
sient afferent signals generated in the model at t160
ms. Since our sustained cells represent the on-center-
off-surround retinal cells, a response only to the posi-
tive half-cycle of the sine-wave is generated. The
corresponding stimulus half-cycle is given in the bottom
panel. The post-retinal activity at t160 ms is shown
on the top panel (solid line). As a result of the lateral
inhibition exerted by the transient activity on the sus-
tained activity, the post-retinal activity is more localized
providing a reconciliation of extensive blur for iso-
lated targets and ‘motion deblurring’ for multiple
targets.
The reports of extensive blur for moving isolated
targets are also in line with the ‘Charpentier’s bands
phenomenon’, which consists of an extensive blur,
containing a succession of lighter and darker regions,
produced by a moving isolated target [13,7]. The early
studies of Charpentier’s bands were conducted under
scotopic conditions but Chen et al. [16] replicated this
finding under photopic conditions. All the subjects in
Chen et al. reported that ‘a single moving dot was
followed directly by a bright trail and, after an inter-
calated darker region containing little or no visible
smear, an additional dimmer trail.’ The subjects were
specifically instructed to report the entire length of
any detectable smear. Since in this study, we are in-
terested in the extent of blur and not its brightness
profile, we simulated a simpler version of the model,
where the post-retinal dynamics is non-oscillatory, in
order to keep simulation times (see Section 3) within
reasonable bounds. The more general version of the
RECOD model [43] has oscillatory dynamics for the
post-retinal network. This version of the model has
been shown to generate rhythmic activities consistent
with alpha and gamma rhythms as well as transient
activities consistent with flash visual evoked potentials
[43]. To illustrate the phenomenon of Charpentier’s
bands, we conducted a simulation of the oscillatory
version of the model for a single moving dot. Fig. 12
shows the spatial profile of post-retinal activity at t
65 (solid line) and 78 ms (dashed line). The activity
profile generated by the dot, which is moving from
left to right, is oscillatory and the number of peaks
vary with time. Furthermore, a ‘sharp’ activity is gen-
erated at the retinotopic position of the dot. This may
explain why the single target did not appear blurred
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(i.e. appears ‘sharper’). For comparison purposes, the
stimulus is super-imposed on the post-retinal activity6.
Let us denote by fs, s, and t the spatial frequency of
the sine wave, its speed, and the temporal offset between
transient and sustained activities, respectively. The spa-
tial separation, d, between transient activity generated by
the trailing peak of the sine wave and the sustained
activity generated by the leading peak can be expressed
as:
d ts
1
fs
(1)
This shows that, since the separation d decreases with
speed, the ‘sharpening’ should increase with speed.
5.4. Visual acuity for mo6ing targets and motion
deblurring
Another line of reasoning which has been often used
to support motion deblurring for isolated moving targets
is based on the finding that visual acuity is relatively
robust to stimulus motion up to 5° s1 [49–51].
However, while vernier thresholds remain unaffected by
stimulus motion, spatial-separation thresholds do not
[50]. Inspection of post-retinal activities in Figs. 5 and 8
suggest why: in the vernier case, the lines do not traverse
the same trajectory and the activity generated at the
leading edge of the stimulus (Fig. 5) can be used to
discriminate the vernier offsets. On the other hand, the
spatial distribution of activity in the post-retinal cells, at
for example t400 ms in Fig. 8, shows how additional
position uncertainty is introduced for the trailing stimu-
lus. More generally, discrimination performance does
not necessarily probe the perceived extent of blur.
5.5. Percei6ed blur of static targets
In this paper, we concentrated on perceived blur of
moving targets. The perception and discrimination of
edge blur for static targets have been extensively studied
both experimentally and theoretically [52–57,39]. A
critical observation is the similar exposure–duration
effect found for both static and moving targets. For static
Fig. 13. Simulation results illustrating how ‘sharpening’ can occur for
a moving sinewave grating. The stimulus was a sine-wave (spatial
frequency416 cycle:cell-index) that moved to the right at a speed
corresponding to a temporal frequency of 28.3 Hz. All plots show
input:activity distribution at t160 ms. The bottom panel shows a
half-cycle of the stimulus. The resulting sustained (solid line) and
transient (dashed line) retinal activities are shown in the middle panel.
The temporal lag between transient and sustained activities results in
a spatial shift for a moving input. The post-retinal activity is plotted
in the upper panel. For comparison, the stimulus is shifted and
superimposed on the post-retinal activity using dashed lines.
edges, the perceived blur increases when the exposure
duration is B500 ms [39,52]. This finding is consistent
with data showing that blur discrimination thresholds
increase for similarly short exposure durations [56]. In
another study, we showed that the RECOD model can
also account for the perception and discrimination of
edge blur for static targets [39]. Therefore, the proposed
model can give a unified account of perceived blur for
both static and moving targets, while motion-compensa-
tion models require separate mechanisms to account for
the perceived blur of static edges.
5.6. Motion deblurring and metacontrast masking
Motion deblurring also bears a striking similarity to
metacontrast masking in its parametric dependence on
6 A more appropriate comparison would be the post-retinal activity
in response to a static sine-wave. However, this would require that we
change the parameters of the model to represent the ‘spatial channel’
best tuned to the input sine-wave. Since our goal here is to demon-
strate how ‘sharpening’ can occur for moving gratings, rather than to
carry out an exhaustive study of sinusoidal responses, we kept the
same parameters used for dot–stimulus simulations. These parame-
ters represent the channels:cells with the highest spatial-frequency
tuning characteristics, for we assume that the perceived blur of a dot
is determined by the cells with smallest receptive fields and equiva-
lently by channels with the highest spatial frequency tuning character-
istics. The multi-channel implementation of the model showed that
the perceived blur of static edges corresponds to the physical blur of
the stimulus at long exposure durations [35].
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Table 1
Parameter values for Eq. (2)
DescriptionParameter Value
Replenishment rate of the transducinga 0.4
agent
g Depletion rate of the transducing agent 0.13
Maximum concentration of the transduc- 16.0b
ing agent
Baseline input signal generating darkJ 12.0
current
Time constant parametert 0.0035
a and g are its replenishment and depletion rates, J is a
baseline input signal generating a dark current and Ii is
the external input (luminance value) at the ith spatial
position [10]. The parameter t adjusts the time-constant
of the overall system. The parameters in this equation
determine the peak and plateau characteristics of the
sustained activities and are chosen to yield a decay-to-
plateau within the exposure durations used in the simu-
lations. Their values are given in Table 1.
The activity of the ith sustained cell xi is described by
the differential equations
1
t
dwi
dt
 Aswi (Bswi) %
inse
j in se
(JsIj)Gj ise zj
 (Dswi) %
insi
j in si
(JsIj)Gj iDsi zj (3)
and
dxi
dt
s(xil([wiGs])2) (4)
where As is a passive decay rate, Bs and Ds are the Nernst
potentials for the lumped depolarizing and hyperpolariz-
ing processes of the sustained cell. Js is a constant arousal
signal, Gkse and Gksi are the strengths of the excitatory and
inhibitory receptive field connections, respectively, nse
and nsi are the half-widths of the excitatory and inhibitory
fields for the sustained cells, respectively. Parameter s
determines the persistence of the sustained cell activity
and [.] is a linear-above-threshold function {i.e. [a ] 
max(a, 0)}. This nonlinearity along with the squaring
operation yield the input-output relationship of sustained
cells. The shift D in the inhibitory receptive field is
proportional to the time asynchrony between the excita-
tory and inhibitory inputs to the sustained cell when
stimulus is in uniform translation [41]. In this case, D is
a linear function of the speed of translation and in the
simulations, D30638, where speed 6\1.3. The
receptive field strengths Gkse and Gksi are Gaussian func-
tions of the form
GkAmexp


k2
6ar

(5)
with Am3.0, 6ar90.0 for Gkse and Am2.0, 6ar
120.0 for Gksi. The rest of the parameter values are given
in Table 2.
In order to keep the simulation times within reasonable
bounds, we tried to keep the network size as smal1 as
possible. The receptive field parameters were chosen so
that the extent of the receptive field would fit into the
network while giving relatively smooth blur functions.
A.2. Retinal cells with transient acti6ities
The activity of the ith transient cell is simulated by a
simple ‘shunting backward-difference’ equation
the luminance, spatial and temporal separations of the
targets [2,58]. The RECOD model’s predictions are also
in agreement with the metacontrast masking phe-
nomenon: the model predicted new aspects of metacon-
trast masking (oscillations generated by spatially
localized stimuli) which have been confirmed experimen-
tally [59]. The predictions of other models proposed to
explain metacontrast masking [37] are qualitatively sim-
ilar to those of our model for moving targets. However,
these models cannot give a unified account for the
perceived blur of both moving and static targets.
In summary, we showed that a computational model
without any motion-compensation mechanism can give
a good account of motion deblurring phenomenon. The
model proposed mechanistic explanations for several
motion deblurring:sharpening phenomena and offered a
coherent explanation to hitherto controversial experi-
mental findings.
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Appendix A. Mathematical description of the model
In this appendix, we describe the system of differential
equations used in all simulations reported in this paper.
A.1. Retinal cells with sustained acti6ities
The first stage of the model consists of an adaptation
(gain control) mechanism [63–66,10] described by
1
t
dzi
dt
a(bzi)g(JIi)zi (2)
where zi represents the concentration of a transducing
agent at the ith spatial location, b is its maximum level,
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dyi
dt
 Atyi (Btyi)(Ii(t)I)
 (Btyi)(Ii(td)I)u [td ] (6)
where At is the passive decay rate of the cell, Bt is the
magnitude of the upper and lower bounds of activity,
u [.] is the unit step function and d is a parameter
determining the duration of the transient cell response.
I represents the background luminance.
The difference in latencies between the cells with
sustained and transient responses is implemented in the
simulations by delaying the input to the sustained cells
by h time units. The parameter values are listed in
Table 2. As mentioned in the text, we did not use
extended receptive fields for cells with transient activi-
ties to keep the overall network size and thus the
simulation times within reasonable bounds.
A.3. Post-retinal cells
The activity of the ith post-retinal cell is simulated
using the equation:
dpi
dt
 Appi (Bppi)(F(pi)xi)
pi
 %j inpf
j in pf;j" i
F(pi) %
j inpsi
j in psi;j" i
xj
 %
inpti
j in pti
Gj ipti [yj ]

(7)
The first term on the right-hand side of this differential
equation is a passive decay term with Ap corresponding
Table 3
Parameter values for post-retinal equations
Parameter ValueDescription
Ap Passive decay rate for post-retinal cell activ- 0.001
ity
Upper bound of post-retinal cell activityBp 1.0
Half-width of inhibitory feedback receptivenpf 24
field
Half-width of inhibitory sustained-to-post- 24npsi
retinal receptive field
npti Half-width of transient-to-post-retinal re- 24
ceptive field
to the passive-decay constant. The second term repre-
sents the effect of shunting excitatory inputs with F(pi)
and xi corresponding to positive feedback and afferent
sustained inputs. The parameter Bp is the maximum
possible activity for the post-retinal cell. Finally, the
third term represents the shunting inhibitory inputs.
The first two sums in this third term compute the net
feedback and feed-forward inhibitory inputs while the
third sum computes the net inhibition exerted by tran-
sient cells. The strength of the inhibitory connections
from the transient cells to the post-retinal cells follows
the Gaussian function Gkpti and has the following
parameters: Am950.0, 6ar50.00. The remaining
parameters are listed in Table 3.
The feedback function is given by
F(f)10.0f((f1)21), if fB0.05 (8)
F(f)f(f0.975), otherwise.
This function and its parameters were chosen to achieve
sharpening for sustained inputs and to guarantee that
the reverberation in the positive feedback loop wil1 be
transient when the input is turned off. For a more
detailed explanation see ref. [10].
Our (informal) exploration of the parameter space
showed that, in the first stage of the model, the replen-
ishment and depletion rates of the transducing agents
(a and g) and the maximum concentration of the agent
(b) can vary within 910% of the values chosen with-
out causing much deviation in the simulation results
shown. The time constant of the overall system t, and
the transient-to-sustained delay h, are slightly more
critical parameters admitting 5% deviation from
their chosen values. The passive decay rates and the
upper and lower bounds of the transient and the post-
retinal systems have been noticed, in the course of
simulation trials, to tolerate as much as 25–50% devia-
tion without drastically affecting the quantitative model
fits to the data. The same parameters for the sustained
system have a lesser tolerance of 10%. The persis-
tence and the depolarization rates for the sustained
system (s and l), however, have been found to have a
Table 2
Parameter values for sustained and transient equations
Parameter Description Value
Passive decay rate for sustained cell activ-As 2.0
ity
250.0Nernst potential for depolarizing processesBs
Nernst potential for hyperpolarizing pro-Ds 10.0
cesses
Js 6.0Constant arousal signal
Persistence of sustained cell activitys 0.01
l Depolarization rate for sustained cells 0.0625
Threshold membrane potential for sus-Gs 138.65
tained cells
Half-width of excitatory receptive field for 24nse
sustained cells
nsi Half-width of inhibitory receptive field for 24
sustained cells
1.0At Passive decay rate for transient cel1 activ-
ity
Upper and lower bounds of transient cell 1.0Bt
activity
d Duration of transient cell activity 3.0
h Delay between transient and sustained cell 15
activities
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tolerance of 50%. The half-widths of all the receptive
fields are critical and are expected to have a tolerance
of B5%. The most critical parameter is the threshold
membrane potential Gs for the sustained system, which
must remain at least the value specified, but may devi-
ate upto 10% of the chosen value.
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